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What is Coulee Clean-Up?
Coulee Clean-Up is a volunteer conservation project coordinated by the Helen Schuler Nature Centre aimed at
preserving and protecting the environment of the Lethbridge river valley by removing garbage and debris from
natural areas. The City-wide Coulee Clean-Up began in 2008 in response to negative community feedback about
garbage accumulating in what should be pristine landscapes. Coulee Clean-Up relies on the efforts of hundreds of
volunteers every year who help to remove garbage from the natural landscape.

Why does Coulee Clean-Up matter?
Garbage is devastating to the overall health and aesthetic of our ecosystem. Plants, mammals, birds, insects, fish,
reptiles and amphibians found within our river valley depend on a healthy ecosystem for their survival. In the past 11
years over 6,750 volunteers have collectively removed over 4,100 bags of garbage from our river valley!

When is Coulee Clean-Up?
Starts Earth Day (April 22) through May 31; although you can complete a clean-up at any time of year!

How do I sign up for Coulee Clean-Up?
There are two ways to sign up for Coulee Clean-Up:
1. Individual
a. Sign up as an individual to join a public drop-in! Drop-in clean-ups are planned throughout the City on
various dates and at various time to accommodate schedules.
2. Group
a. Groups of families and friends, school groups, sports teams, corporate teams, or community
organizations are just a few examples of the groups that participate in Coulee Clean-Up! With this
option, you pick the best date and you select the coulee/area that fits your group; we provide the
supplies and support to make the clean-up happen!
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What supplies are provided to participants?
Thanks to the generous support of Coulee Clean-Up sponsors,
we are able to provide the following supplies to participants:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gloves
Garbage bags
Basic first aid kits
Road safety vests
Road signs (“Volunteer in Area”)
Area maps

How do I pick up Coulee Clean-Up supplies?
Coulee Clean-Up kits are available for pick up directly from the
Helen Schuler Nature Centre. Kits will be prepared for your
group based on the information you provide – so please be as
exact as possible when estimating your group size.
Please note, due to limited supplies:
 Coulee Clean-Up kits can only be picked up 24 hours
prior to your clean-up!
 Coulee Clean-Up kits must be returned 24 hours after
your clean-up!

Why do I have to keep track of statistics?
Keeping track of your statistics help us understand the success
of the program over time. Please try to be as exact as possible
in order to keep our statistics accurate. We track important
information like:
•
•
•

How many volunteers helped with your group?
How many FULL bags of garbage did you collect?
What was the strangest thing you found?

Submit your Coulee Clean-Up photos
Please send us your photographs! We love to see hard-working
volunteers in action – it helps us to inspire others to join the
Coulee Clean-Up cause! Photos will be used for promotional
purposes and will help lighten the load for future Coulee CleanUps. Send your photos to Curtis.Goodman@Lethbridge.ca

Still have questions? Contact the Nature Centre’s Coulee Clean-Up coordinator!
Curtis Goodman | 403-320-3064 | Curtis.Goodman@Lethbridge.ca
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What do I do with the garbage we collect?
You must notify the Coulee Clean-Up coordinator where you left your
garbage! Reporting the amount of trash and the location for pick up is
essential to a successful Coulee Clean-up. This is how we track statistics
and ensure garbage ends up where it belongs.
Here are the top three locations to leave the bagged garbage you collected
during your clean-up:
1. Next to a garbage bin – this is perfect for clean-ups that take place
in established parks
2. Near the roadway – this is perfect for remote locations next to
roadways (if possible, leave next to a light pole)
3. Along the established pathway (shale or asphalt) – this is perfect
for remote locations

You must report where you left your bags! The garbage
may end up back in the coulees if a location is not noted
on the map provided.

How to ensure the garbage is picked up?
There are two ways to ensure your garbage gets collected:
Preferred
method  •

•

Mark the location of garbage drops on the map you are supplied! This helps us coordinate City-Parks staff to
the correct pick up location.
Use the 311 online app to report garbage locations directly to City-Parks staff!

We are making a difference!
Each year more of our natural areas are being covered but fewer bags of garbage are being collected per participant –
this indicates there is less trash accumulating in natural areas throughout Lethbridge!

Coulee Clean-Up Results (2018)
•
•
•
•
•

95 areas registered
90 areas completed
1,575 participating volunteers
2,363 volunteer hours contributed (estimated)
447 bags collected

Strangest Finds (2018)
•
•
•
•
•

$10 bill
Automobile driver’s seat
Coconut
Mattress
Pick axe

Get Involved in other Conservation Projects
The Nature Centre organizes conservation projects throughout the City of Lethbridge from April thru October. Every
year the Nature Centre targets: 105 unique Coulee Clean-Up areas; 5 Shoreline Clean-Up sites; and 5 Weed Pull sites.
If you enjoy helping with Coulee Clean-Up, ask the Nature Centre how to get involved with other conservation projects
in Lethbridge! Thank you for being a river valley steward 

Still have questions? Contact the Nature Centre’s Coulee Clean-Up coordinator!
Curtis Goodman | 403-320-3064 | Curtis.Goodman@Lethbridge.ca
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Health & Safety Reminders
Volunteers are required to follow health & safety protocols
for the benefit of all Coulee Clean-Up participants. If you
are unsure, please ask.
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

ALWAYS BE SAFE!
Use the buddy system, look after your team.
Be aware of hazards:
 Ticks — March to June
 Rattlesnakes —April to October
 Black Widow Spiders — April to October
 Mosquitoes — May to October
 Bees/Wasps — May to October
Remember: conditions are beyond your control!
 Weather and conditions may interfere with
your clean-up; please let the coordinator
know when you would like to reschedule.
 WALKING ON WET COULEES CAUSES
DAMAGE!
The root systems of native plants are fragile
in the spring – avoid traversing coulee slopes
whenever possible!
 Wet trails, slumping hillsides & bodies of
water can be hazards.
Stay hydrated and watch for signs of dehydration.
Weight of bags should not exceed 10 lbs – do not
strain yourself, start a new bag!
Sunlight & temperature may determine the amount
of time you spend on your clean-up.
Broken glass, needles or sharp-edged items should
never be placed in bags as it may inadvertently
cause harm to others.
Safety vests (provided) must be worn while working
near roadways.
Important Phone Numbers:
 Emergency:
911
 ARCHES (needle pick-up):
403-332-0722
 Nature Centre:
403-320-3064
 Coordinator (Curtis) Cell:
403-393-4085

Still have questions? Contact the Nature Centre’s Coulee Clean-Up coordinator!
Curtis Goodman | 403-320-3064 | Curtis.Goodman@Lethbridge.ca
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Coulee Clean-Up Volunteer Policies, Guidelines, and Best Practices
Volunteers will use a buddy system to ensure safety of all
participants and that no one is participating alone.
• Have people check-in/out at the beginning/end of your
clean-up.
• At check-out track statistics (# of full bags collected,
strangest find, # of people participating).
Volunteers shall carry a cell phone so they may contact help if
required.
• For emergencies call 911.
• For questions, call Coulee Clean-Up Coordinator (Curtis)
or call the Helen Schuler Nature Centre 403-320-3064.
Volunteers must wear appropriate clothing and sturdy
footwear for the terrain and conditions of their clean-up.
Volunteers must wear gloves at all times when handling
garbage.
• Place garbage directly into waste bag and seal tightly.
• If you are uncomfortable with handling an item, do not
collect it. Leave it on the ground, flag it with a bag and
let others know where it is.
• Avoid handling anything that may lead to a cut (like
broken glass).
• In the case of finding a needle - place it in a sharps
container (if you have one) OR flag it with a bag and
leave it on the ground and warn others in your
group. NEVER PUT A NEEDLE INTO A BAG – it may
unknowingly harm others!
• Large items and hazardous objects can be marked on the
provided map to help us coordinate a parks crew to locate
and remove the item.
Volunteers must be cautious of vehicular traffic.
• Groups working near roadways and parking lots must
wear safety vests provided.
• "Volunteers in Area" signs should be placed near the
work area to indicate a clean-up is taking place.
• Groups with children should ensure that kids do not go
anywhere near the roadway.
Volunteers should not use trails on coulees when conditions
(like mud and/or ice) may make inclines dangerous. It is always
better to stay off coulee slopes in wet conditions as it can cause
significant lasting damage to native plants.

Still have questions? Contact the Nature Centre’s Coulee Clean-Up coordinator!
Curtis Goodman | 403-320-3064 | Curtis.Goodman@Lethbridge.ca
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Volunteers should be aware of the river and must avoid
locations that have undercut banks or steep slopes. Always be
cautious around the river – especially around bridges and weirs!
Volunteers should watch overhead for falling debris and be
aware of overhanging branches that may pose a risk of
falling. Areas 3, 4, 74, 38, 39, 87, 95, 96 are located close to the
High Level Bridge and should be treated with extra
caution. Whenever possible avoid the High Level Bridge!
Volunteers should never attempt to trap wild (feral) animals or
handle injured wildlife.
Volunteers should be aware of where they are putting hands
and feet.
• Be sure you can see what you are about to touch to
minimize risk of bites or cuts.
• Do not put hands/feet down holes/cavities in the ground
– as it may be a site for black widow spiders or snakes.
Volunteers should do periodic tick checks.
• Do not to sit or lay down in grassy areas where ticks may
be present.
• Tuck pant cuffs inside boots or socks to further prevent
tick exposure.
Volunteers should notify other members of the group about any
allergies or sensitivities.
• Let group members know about the location of your
medication (like an Epi-pen) in case of emergency.
• If someone in your group is stung and/or you observe an
allergic reaction (hives, swelling, vomiting, difficulty
breathing, etc) phone 911.
Be aware of rattlesnakes.
• If you encounter a rattlesnake stand still, locate the
snake with your eyes and slowly back away from the
snake.
• Never handle rattlesnakes and/or bull snakes. Avoid
stepping over large rocks or burrows in areas with
rattlesnakes and bull snakes.
Do no harm and leave no trace.
• Minimize your impact on coulee slopes – they are fragile
ecosystems.
• Enjoy the view – thanks for keeping it amazing!

Still have questions? Contact the Nature Centre’s Coulee Clean-Up coordinator!
Curtis Goodman | 403-320-3064 | Curtis.Goodman@Lethbridge.ca
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Thank you Coulee Clean-Up Sponsors!

Still have questions? Contact the Nature Centre’s Coulee Clean-Up coordinator!
Curtis Goodman | 403-320-3064 | Curtis.Goodman@Lethbridge.ca

